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WHO IS CCCAUST?
God is doing a new thing. He is writing a new chapter of fresh blessing and
empowering for our movement for a new generation in a new culture.

A

s one who has had the privilege
of watching this ministry develop
from its earliest beginnings at
Philip Island in 2006, it is indeed
gratifying to see how God has grown
and strengthened the movement that
CCCAust felt raised up to serve. Now
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there’s a provocative word, worthy of
reflection… What do we mean by “the
movement?”
According to the constitution of
CCCAust, it is very clear that this was the
Brethren movement, as originally
expressed among the broad community
of churches who identified themselves
as Open or Christian Brethren
assemblies. It also includes various
affiliated ministries such as GLO, AMT,
Emmaus Bible College (or ACCS),
Stewards, the Christian Brethren Trust of
Victoria, and CYC in its various forms in
various states and also.
Since CCCAust’s inception this
movement now includes new ministries
like CCM, with schools in Qld, SA and
NSW. We also have seen the
development of Hands & Feet as a
national entity, not to mention a
plethora of various local and statebased ministries.
Since those early days the CCCAust label
has stood in our thinking side by side

and interchangeably with our
traditional identity as “Brethren
Assemblies”. This is because we have
only ever seen both names as applying
to the one movement.
It is a movement, which for 170 years,
has stood for the diligent study and
rigorous exegesis of the inerrant Word
of God.
It has stood for wholehearted and
undivided allegiance to the Lord Jesus
Himself, alone, and which has
passionately treasured its innate,
organic union in Him as Head of the
Church, neither knowing nor needing
any other membership than this; and in
expression of that allegiance, it has
emphasised the Lord’s Table as the
Christ ordained celebration of its
communion together as His body, the
fullness of Him who fills all in all.
In spite of the many facets of its
diversity, it has continued to confess but
one Lord, one faith, one baptism.
It is a movement which has always been
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Over time, I have heard
many different answers to
this question. Many
willingly proffer their
explanations, brimming
with authority, when in
fact they are far removed
from CCCAust’s real
purpose, passion and
practice. In recent days
this is a question which
CCCAust national board
has been driven to revisit
once again itself.
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identified by its prominently visible
public expression of the priesthood of all
believers.
It has habitually, and recklessly at times,
cast itself in dependence on the
anointing, filling, and empowering of the
Holy Spirit to lead and direct its worship
and ministry, rather than human ability.
In every place where assemblies have
gathered, they have operated under the
leadership of a plurality of godly servantelders, as the Scriptures prescribe, rather
than the authority, either of a dominant
pastor, a denominational hierarchy, or of
the democratic majority.
Ours is a movement that has respected
the autonomy of mutually
interdependent local churches, while at
the same time having the freedom to
humbly express the wider principle that
we are all members of one another.
According to the charter CCCAust first
established, it is our purpose and
mission to serve this movement.
CCCAust does not see itself as the peak
body for our movement, rather as its
servant – whether recognised,
acknowledged and applauded – or not.
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CCCAust does not seek to solicit
churches as its members, as part of its
own incorporated entity. In fact, CCCAust
has deliberately structured itself
nationally, such that it cannot be joined
by any church. Rather, its members are a
small group of leaders from our
movement in every state, who have
committed themselves to serve the
wider community of churches in our
movement, by helping to administer and
facilitate various practical functions and
services.

The methods and external
traditions of the last 170 years
served us well. But for many of
us they do so no longer.
Today, many traditional brethren
churches across Australia, as well as
many new contemporary church plants,
have identified with each other through
CCCAust because of the innate sense of
fellowship they have as likeminded
churches, who share the same common
values and doctrinal distinctives. This
desire for fellowship and identity derives
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from the one hope we share in our one
calling as one body, born and quickened
by one Spirit.
Churches that identify with each other
through CCCAust do so because they are
convinced that together we are more
effective in our calling and mission than
we are alone. Whether it be supporting
world mission, raising finance for capital
projects, church-planting, camping
ministry, training our leaders for ministry,
or complying with increasing childprotection, privacy and discrimination
regulations just in doing church, they see
the need to function in a wider network.
In this day, when our faith is under such
concerted attack by the institutions of
our contemporary society, we have
recognised the need to stand together
with one voice with those of like mind
and heart, to defend our freedom to
practice of our shared faith.
The freedom to speak into the
brokenness of our human condition
without prosecution for "hate-speech";
the freedom to proclaim Christian
Marriage according to the divine plan;
the freedom to respect gender as He has
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shaped it in the womb without fear of
having the young people in our schools
and churches forced to having their
privacy violated. These are all challenges
much more effectively met in fellowship
together than on our own, and we see
that this will continue to draw those
whose heart is where our heart is, to
want to identify with us more and more.
I received a letter in recent days from
some very dear brothers, who question
who CCCAust is, and whether we still
represent traditional historical brethren
churches. I dare say, the answer already
lies in the question itself. Traditional
historical brethren churches are just that
– historical. God is doing a new thing. He
is writing a new chapter of fresh blessing
and empowering for our movement for a
new generation in a new culture. The
methods and external traditions of the
last 170 years served us well. But for
many of us they do so no longer.
Will our movement continue to look and
feel and as we did historically? Will we do
things the same way we did in the past?
We were a movement that was born
through the rejection of long-standing
religious human traditions, not because
we were consumed by an appetite for
some new fad, but rather because we
were willing to critically assess whether
the man-made traditions continued to
express the principles of the New
Testament in a vital relevant way.
We may not find among our movement
the same style of music, or the same
methods, or the same human traditions,
or the same format. The vehicles and
symbols and expressions of worship that
once touched the hearts of past
generations may no longer touch the
hearts of those that come.
But I would like to be able to trust that as
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we look out among our churches, we
shall ever always find the inerrancy of
God’s Word powerfully upheld, and its
eternal truths ably and intelligently
defended.
I trust that throughout our movement a
genuine anointing and filling of the Spirit
of God will always be clearly evident as
the empowerment for all we do.

… I trust that we will always be
found as ever we have always
been, pouring ourselves out to
seek and to save the lost.
I trust that throughout our movement,
the biblical principle of autonomous
mutually interdependent churches will
always be easy to recognise, in the
plurality of biblically qualified, godly
elders, led by His Spirit as God ordained,
holding one-another accountable as
equals, free from the carnality of
personality, popularity and the politics of
denominational manipulation.
I trust we will always find the purity and
simplicity of our devotion to Christ
regularly expressed in our fellowship
together around the Lord’s Table.
I trust also that we will never have to
look very far to see the great hallmark for
which we have always be known – the
Priesthood of every believer – potently
and visibly evident.

four key areas that we will make our
strategic focus in the coming years.
First, we need to plant vibrant soulwinning communities of believers.
This means Planting New Churches.
Second, we need to develop a capacity
to raise up spiritually qualified
shepherd-labourers for this work, both
locally and globally, who have a deeply
rooted walk with God, and an authentic
anointing of His Spirit. This means
training our leaders. Third, we need to
find our collective public voice to
effectively be salt and light in world that
is growing increasingly crooked and
perverse. This means exercising our
Freedom of Religion. Fourth, we need to
mobilise local leadership to build strong
cohesive well-organised local networks.
This means establishing effective State
Bodies.
CCCAust has realised that as a service
ministry it cannot do these things itself,
but our movement can. God has given us
as His church all the gifts, resources,
abilities and leaders needed to fulfil each
of these needs. CCCAust will devote itself
to serving our churches to help us
mobilise ourselves and to be
empowered to help us fulfil our calling
together. This will mean enlisting others
as God raises them up and calls them to
join an expanded multi-tiered locally
based structure.

And I trust that we will always be found
as ever we have always been, pouring
ourselves out to seek and to save the
lost.

Please pray for us as we seek the wisdom
of the leadership of our movement in
our various churches around the country
in the coming days, as we seek their
counsel as to how we can best serve
them in this, our calling.

This is who we are as a movement.
CCCAust only ever seeks to be nothing
more than its servant. To this end the
CCCAust national board has identified

Jeff Spencer
Chairman, Christian Community
Churches of Australia
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ENCOUNTER SHORT TERM MISSION
MITCHELL CAVENS
Our mission trip to Moree
was full of challenges and
experiences. For me, the
most encouraging and
confronting experience
was on the very first day.

T

he whole team met up at
Riverstone Community Church to
pack the van and leave at 6 am
sharp. On the drive up it really was
fantastic to get to know the team, their
music tastes (or lack thereof ), their
testimonies and ambitions for the
mission trip.
We arrived tired in Moree around 3 pm
and were warmly welcomed by Paul
and Erin Strahan, their 5 children, and
the interns that we would live with for
the next week.
We learned that Paul Strahan and the
interns were going to run a late-night
barbeque ministry they’d been trialling.
The home life for some kids in Moree
isn’t good. As a result, some of these
kids find it safer or more enjoyable to
spend the night walking the streets
with friends rather than going home.
The barbecue is a way to connect with
these kids.
So, from 10pm to 2am, Paul, some
interns, and some of our team headed
out to a park and started a barbeque for
kids on the streets. At first it looked as if
we were going to have many kids –until
we brought out the football! They kept
coming and coming until we had 30 or
so all playing a game of football in the
carpark and enjoying the food Paul was
cooking for us. It was a fantastic time,
and it was clear that the kids respected
us for being out there, playing with
them and feeding them. It was a huge
day, but it was one of the most effective
opportunities to meet the kids where
they were at, and so imitating the
ministry and mission of Jesus.
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A few days later, we ran into some of the
same kids in McDonalds, and they came
to greet us. We were able to have a
good chat with them about handling
conflict with maturity.
The whole trip was incredible, but this
experience was a highlight as it
demonstrated the love Jesus has for
these kids whose circumstances can be
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very difficult.
Please pray for the ministry in Moree,
that those serving would be
encouraged to continue to seek to
minister the love of Jesus to the
community. Pray that the Gospel of
Jesus Christ would cause change in the
life of the youth and families in the
community.
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REPORT ON IBCM7 ROME 2019
LES CRAWFORD

My wife, Elizabeth and I
had the privilege of
attending IBCM7 in Rome
along with almost 900
other participants from
122 countries.

T

he warm greeting on our arrival
at the conference venue was a
sign of things to come.
We were guided to the registration
desk, given our comprehensive
conference materials and workshop
notes, and then checked into the hotel
to recover from long flights.
The conference theme was “You shall be
my witnesses”: Engaging with the World
and its Needs, with Dr John Lennox as
the main speaker. His messages were
outstanding, humorous and insightful,
as well as soundly biblical.
The other sessional speakers were
representative of the international
mixture of countries, including
Professor Joel Hernandez (USA/Mexico),
Dr Ivan Chow (Singapore), Santhosh
Thomas (India), Dr David Henry
(Jamaica), Fares Marzone (Italy) and our
own Dr David Smith (Australia). Their
addresses can be accessed on YouTube
via the IBCM website
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(https://new.icbm.net/live-streamingof-ibcm-2019).
Senator Lucio Malan of the Italian
Senate brought the opening address
alongside of Eliseo Santangelo on
behalf of the Italian Brethren
assemblies, who hosted the conference.
Afternoons were filled with workshops
(the notes are available at
https://new.ibcm.net/ibcm7) and free
time, and after dinner the evening
sessions focused on reports from
ministry across the globe. These
sessions were inspirational, and for me,
opened my horizons on the extent of
God’s work through the Brethren
movement worldwide.
Meals were typically Italian, with pasta
as the main ingredient and a variety of
breads, olives and vegetables. The Hotel
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Selene staff were excellent in caring for
our needs and assisting wherever they
could. It was a great experience of
fellowship at mealtimes, meeting new
friends from distant places and
discussing ministry activities in those
places. I am sure many of these
connections will continue until the next
conference in 2023.
Elizabeth and I stayed on for the
Brethren Training Network
(www.brethrentraining.org) and
enjoyed further input from Dr John
Lennox, as well as panel discussion and
workshops.
Overall, it was a fabulous week of
spiritual stimulation and biblical
teaching with practical application.
I recommend you make a priority of
attending IBCM8 in 2023.

5
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AUSTRALIAN MISSION OUTREACH
SUPPORT (AMOS) DAVID SHAW

My first introduction to AMOS was at the 2010, CCCAust
Conference in Rothwell, Qld. I had a real interest, but
nothing eventuated till I had the privilege of meeting Paul
Johnson again at the 2012 Conference at Craigmore in SA.

T

he bus was no longer white but a
bright orange, and the proudly
displayed brochures caught my
attention: Western Australian mission to
the Kimberley.
I committed there and then to make
this happen and together with Paul
arranged to get a small team together
willing to fly to Broome in 2013 to make
the inaugural Gibb River Mission Trip a
reality.
As it happened Paul was unable to lead
the team, so in April that year 7 West
Aussies and two Queenslanders set out
from Broome to establish links and
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opportunities with the Indigenous
Communities of that region.
Now, I have had the joy and challenge
of being part of 7 mission trips with
AMOS and working with Paul and
Joanne, of whom I have the highest
regard for.
25 different people have made the
AMOS teams from WA, several having
completed two or more.
There are lots of Mission Opportunities
to our churches in Australia, but not all
of them allow us to enter into the local
communities of our dear brothers and
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sisters amongst the Aboriginal people.
Personally, it has been life changing.
I have developed an understanding of
their culture, how their faith is solid in
the midst of adversity and how they are
content with who they are and what
they have. The majority of these
Christians are not desperate for the
latest gadget, holiday overseas or to
own a new house.
They seek to be understood, they
appreciate the creation that gives them
life and they hope to see their children
free from the evil of alcohol and
dangers that come with it.
We come and go and while we can’t
change much in that short time, we can
introduce the gospel in ways that I
know Jesus is pleased. His presence
lingers on and the encouragement to
those that remain is clear. The children
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‘light up’ with the gift of a simple animal
balloon, throwing baskets with team
members, showing us how to catch
marron, taking us to their old campsites
or perhaps throwing a frisbee.

Pastor had equipped him well. But
taking that ‘package’ out to the remote
Indigenous communities of regional
Australia in a bus with a bunch of
newbies, well that was a challenge.

As the sunsets, the team assembles the
puppet theatre on the dusty ground
using the occasional well used tarp to
keep our knees somewhat clean. Or
perhaps there is a basketball court that
can be used.

Paul with the amazing support of Jo
trusted completely that God would
enable, that God would provide. The
testimony of all that went, will testify
that indeed He always did.

Early into the first trip, the casual
approach, limited equipment and
relatively simple program of music,
puppets, drama and tricks creates
plenty of questions about the longterm value. What difference will this
make? After a few presentations and
conversations with the elders, pastors
and children, it becomes obvious.
Relationships are formed and trust in
the name AMOS is clear.
During the day, the fun and games and
even the sitting around, create a
wonderful environment to share the
story of Jesus’ love, over and over, for
around 90 minutes each evening.
The next day we travel onto another
community, the roads will be rough and
deserted. We will stop under a tree to
have lunch and possibly take a walk to a
hill in the distance. Maybe swim in a
waterfall or simply try and find some
shade where there are no flies.

And so, the time has now come for Paul
and Jo to hand a significant part of this
ministry over to someone else.
Mueller Community Church would love
to hear from you, if you believe this
could be a role for you.
In 2020 the opportunity to take teams

into the Kimberly, Central Australia,
Arnhem Land and Northern parts of
Qld, maybe just right for you. Paul will
continue to prepare the programs and
contacts for each year. The role of
leading the teams, however, will need
to be filled by someone else.
I am very grateful to Mueller
Community Church for their ongoing
commitment to this ministry. I know
that this new era will provide new
opportunity for blessing and I hope that
churches across Australia will join with
me in praying and equipping it, as the
Lord Jesus leads you.
David Shaw
Duncraig Christian Community Church
(WA)

SHORT TERM MISSION

DO YOU
WANT TO...

In 1993 Mueller Community Church
launched AMOS and in 2008 Paul and
Joanne Johnson took on the ministry
from Danny Matthews.
They continued to take untrained but
willing team members from all ages on
an on the job learning adventure. Of
course, all had some training, what the
program would be, what your part was,
a little about the culture and Paul is in
charge.
What a wonderful thing that we soon
learned, no matter what happens, Paul
will sort it out.
This formerly trained hairdresser had no
4WD experience prior to AMOS and he
still cannot identify one car make from
another, but he knew better than most
how to tell stories and challenge poor
behaviour in the light of the Gospel. 13
years with OAC and 5 as a Baptist Youth
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EXPERIENCE
what God is doing
around the world?

EXPRESS

the love of Christ
by serving others?

EQUIP

ENGAGE

yourself with skills
to serve effectively?

with and partner in
world mission?

JOIN ONE OF THE ENCOUNTER SHORT TERM
MISSION TRIPS PLANNED FOR 2019-2020:
OUTBACK

INDIA

PHILIPPINES

SPAIN

4–17 DEC 2019

8-22 MAY 2020

JULY 2020

11-26 JUL 2020

PITH IN MALAYSIA
(PARTNERS IN THE HARVEST)
29 JUL- 1 AUG 2020

AMOS TOURS

WWW.AMOSMISSION.COM.AU
0421 021 424

For more information: Rosie Moore (Encounter Coordinator)
P: 0434 927 866 | E: encounterstm@gmail.com | W: encounterstm.com

Encounter is an initiative of AMT and GLO – working together in mission

Connect
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STEWARDS FOUNDATION
NEWS

Jess Weldon

Stewards Foundation
office move
Stewards Foundation has
relocated to a new area of
the Burwood building. The
new office is spacious,
modern, and comfortable,
and includes a boardroom,
meeting room, hot desks,
kitchen, printing / filing
room, as well as a reception
area and desks for all
employees.

A

s you enter the office, you will
see a wall featuring the verse
that surrounds the overall goal
and vision of the Stewards Foundation
as we serve God’s church, God’s people,
and the community, in everything that
we do.
“Serving others as stewards
of God’s grace.” 1 Peter 4:10
The purpose and functionality of the
new Stewards office is for serving our
clients. Our fully functioning meeting
room gives us the ability to host
members of Stewards Foundation,
CCCAust, Lutanda and Hands & Feet, in
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order to work together towards God’s
will.
This modern, practical and comfortable
office is a space where people are
welcome to come and talk to us, and it
allows us to serve those people, as God
has called us to.

Welcome Jess
Stewards is continuing to
grow and, as a result of this
expansion, we are excited to
announce the
commencement of a new
employee, Jess Weldon.
Jess has recently completed a Bachelor
of Arts with a Major in Marketing, and
will be a great asset to the Stewards
team. She will play a vital role in the
organisation as the first point of
contact, and her role will cover a broad
range of administration areas such as
reception, accounts, marketing and
policies.
Jess will also provide management
support to CCCAust (NSW) through
co-ordination of the marriage
committee, conferences, child
protection updates and monthly
communication with churches.
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Jess currently attends and is actively
involved at St Ives Community Church.
We welcome Jess to the Stewards team.

New accounting service
for churches
Stewards Foundation has for
many years provided
accounting services to
CCCAust and several
churches.
We are pleased to announce that we
now offer not only data input of
payments but also a range of specific
accounting services to all CCCAust
curches. Theses services include:
• Financial reporting service: monthly,
quarterly and annually
• Business Activity Statement (BAS)
preparation
• Payroll services such as
superannuation and Single Touch
Payroll processing
• Bank reconciliations
To find out more, please contact
Stewards Foundation on 02 8775 3100
and ask for Wei or email us at
admin@stewardsfoundation.com.au.
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CHURCH PLANTING IN ADELAIDE
LES CRAWFORD

CityLight Glenelg

CityReach Marion

The apostle Paul pioneered church planting in his missionary journeys recorded in the
book of Acts (13-28). Times have changed, but the need is the same.
hurch planting is God’s way of
reaching people, local
communities and nations. It was
the first century church’s method of
multiplying its influence in the Roman
Empire as new churches were planted
through sacrificial ministry.

C

Adelaide. Several years ago CityReach
Oakden, my home church, joined
CCCAust and more recently CityReach
West and CityReach Marion, which
were planted as part of my church’s
Reach 10 vision
(https://cityreach.com.au/reach10).

Historically, our movement was
characterized by church planting. New
assemblies were formed in new
locations as existing assemblies grew
numerically. I experienced this first
hand. My conversion was through the
ministry of Christians attending Para
Hills Christian Church, which was
formed from Clearview Gospel Chapel.
Sadly, both these churches no longer
exist. As a movement, we must
recapture church planting as God’s way
to grow the church.

The CityReach Family of Churches is a
church planting network with a goal to
plant 10 churches in 10 years in
Adelaide to reach the city. The first one
was CityReach West, which began
nearly three years ago and now has
over 100 adults
(https://cityreach.com.au/west).
The second one is CityReach Marion,
which began almost a year ago and has
a Mandarin congregation, as well as the
initial English one
(https://cityreach.com.au/marion).

Praise God, this is now happening in

Just a month ago another church

CityReach Oakden
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planting network was added to
CCCAust when the CityLight churches
(https://citylight.church) were
welcomed into our movement.
CityLight Glenelg planted CityLight
North Adelaide, CityLight Port Adelaide,
known as the Anchor Church, and is
launching CityLight South soon. This is
so exciting for our movement. To see
new churches started, established and
growing demonstrates the power of the
gospel for our time in our location. God
is glorified and the city is blessed with
gospel ministry.
Church planting is still possible and
moreover essential for reaching
people, local communities and nations.
I encourage you to consider how you
might initiate or support local church
planting. As a movement, this is a
priority and we need everyone on
board to make it happen.

CityLight North Adelaide
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GENEROUS SCHOLARSHIPS
for new enrolments in 2020 are
available for CCCAust Pastors
and Church Leaders

Master of Leadership Practice
or Master of Arts (Theology)
AFFILIATED WITH

Contact Dr Len Smith T 02 8775 3129
E len.smith@ccs.edu.au · ccs.edu.au

Moree G.A
A.P Pro
ogramm
me

Consider Stewards when
your church has funds to
invest and when your
organisation has need of
financial support.
Stewards Foundation
supports Christian
Community Churches of
Australia and related
organisations, missionaries
and other workers.
You can trust Stewards.

Tel: 02 8775 3100 • 1300 728 227
PO Box 260 Burwood NSW 1805
admin@stewardsfoundation.com.au
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www.stewardsfoundation.com.au
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ROSS BUNYON AM
DAVID SMITH
Recently Ross Bunyon
retired as a director from
the CCCAust board.

R

oss was one of the key pioneers
behind the genesis of CCCAust in
2008.

As the inaugural chairman of CCCAust,
Ross provided the necessary energy,
direction, and leadership required to
provide our churches with a muchneeded national platform.
Through drawing representatives from
each state, CCCAust under his
leadership grew to unite and serve our
network across Australia.

Areas of significant impact include the
creation of a national website, the
national newsletter “Connect”, a
statement of faith, and initiatives in
ministry and mission, such as the
development of Hands & Feet, our
Social Wellbeing arm.
Ross’ valuable contribution around the
board table for many years is greatly
appreciated and will certainly be missed.
Thankfully his participation in the
CCCAust network continues, serving as
the chairman of Stewards Foundation
and Hands & Feet.

THE BLESSING OF A PURPOSEFUL LIFE
LES CRAWFORD
As this year draws to a
close and we prepare for
2020, how can we ensure
the coming year will be
fruitful and fulfilling?

T

he answer to this question is
found in consideration of Jesus
and Paul. Jesus’ life was not
aimless or merely reactionary. He had
basically one priority and kept to it –
atonement for sin. John’s gospel
regularly records Jesus stating that his

hour had not yet come (John 2:4; 7:6,
30; 8:20) and then that his hour has
come (John 12:23; 13:1; 17:1). Jesus also
declared “It is finished” (John 19:30) and
so completed his reason for coming.
Like his master, Paul’s life was not
aimless or merely reactionary. Paul
planned his life under the direction of
the Holy Spirit and purposefully worked
to see that plan fulfilled, while being
open to redirection by the Lord (Acts
16:7).
Paul had a strategy for effective ministry
that involved targeting the synagogues

first, and then, depending on his
reception by them, he went to the
public venues to preach to the Gentiles.
As was true of Jesus and Paul, God has a
purpose and plan for all believers (Eph
2:10). Our lives ought not to be aimless
or merely reactionary. We need to live
out God’s plan and that requires
keeping our priorities aligned with His.
Can I encourage you to examine your
priorities and check them against the
focus of Jesus and Paul? Living for God’s
glory and people’s spiritual blessing will
ensure 2020 is fruitful and fulfilling.
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